Dutch IoT Solutions Forum at COMPUTEX 2016 in Taipei
Taipei, June 01, 2016--- The annual COMPUTEX is a world-class event for ICT industry in attracting
businesses and innovative start-ups from all around the world to Taiwan. The Netherlands Trade and
Investment Office (NTIO) invites a business delegation with 5 Dutch experts to showcase their solutions at
the Dutch IoT Solutions forum on June 3rd.
“The Taiwan ICT industry is a major contributor in this world faster and smarter. We congratulate Taiwan
for creating such an excellent environment for innovations to thrive. NTIO is very glad to work with
TAITRA to organize this forum during the COMPUTEX 2016 exhibition as an opportunity in stimulating
international cooperation in ICT industry.” said by Guy Wittich, the Representative of NTIO in Taiwan.
5 Dutch experts from Connecterra, Sorama, ViNotion, Greenpeak, and High Tech NL will share their
expertise in healthcare, security, and IoT developments in Dutch IoT Solutions forum on June 3rd and look
for collaboration opportunities in Taiwan.
Farmers can free up themselves by tracking cattle’s health, location, and estrous cycle at anywhere
through mobile phones, tablets and PC. Amsterdam-based start-up Connecterra is running on
implementing digital technologies in agriculture. One of its example Dairy Monitor, which uses accurate
sensors to provide health analysis and location services for dairy cattle, has been used to increase
production efficiency.
The combination of alcohol and crowd in the evening might be a social concern or be a good time in
friends. Smart technology can make the night safer. Dutch companies Sorama and ViNotion will present
their inventions in extremely accurate sound measuring equipment and crowd control analysis during
Computex with the aim to implement their smart solution in cities in Taiwan. Together they have worked
in the Netherlands on a project to increase the safety of a popular bar street in Eindhoven, which has led
to less public disorders and benefited the public as they can now enjoy going out in a safer environment.
Dutch smart home security companies Greenpeak will present innovative approaches to use their chips for
a more convenient life inside our homes, with solutions ranging from smart energy measurement
equipment to security alarm.
Finally Mr. Ben van der Zon from High Tech NL, the sector organization by and for innovative Dutch hightech companies and knowledge institutes, will participate for the European Innovation week in Taiwan and
will give an overview of the Dutch IoT developments during Computex.
The Netherlands and Taiwan is promising in stimulating new collaboration in ICT industry and making
efforts in making our society smarter and closer.
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Cha-Hsuan Liu, Senior Officer for Innovation, Technology and Science, 01 June 2016
‘Het IA-Netwerk verbindt in opdracht van het ministerie van Economische Zaken kennis over internationale innovatieve
ontwikkelingen en daaraan gerelateerde trends aan Nederlandse bedrijven, kennisinstituten en overheden.’
The Netherlands Trade and Investment office (NTIO) is the formal representation of the government of The Netherlands
in Taiwan.
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